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Where to get flash in emerald

Data Data Engineering Game Engineering Games Pokémon Games Other Community Games / Other Hidden Machines are moves that your Pokemon can use outside of battle, but cannot be forgotten by your Pokemon. They are necessary to complete the game. In each generation, you can find the
HMs in different places. There are 8 HMsHM01: This drive is cut. Whenever there are small trees around, you can cut them down so your character can walk. Trees will look different from other normal trees. You can get it from the person at home next to the Pokemon Center in Rustboro City. You have
to have Rushborough's fitness badge to use it. HM02: This move is fly. Wherever you are, if you teach fly in a pokemon, they can immediately fly you to any city you've already visited. However, it can't throw you on routes. (It can only be learned from flying pokemon type). May gives it to you after you
fight her when you go to fortri town. You must have Fordry's fitness badge. It is very useful for going to distant places like Ever Grande City or Pacifidlog City. You get the HM when your partner, May or Brandon, gives it to you. HM03: This move is Surf. It allows you to go onto the water so then you can
travel to bodies of water. It is very useful if you want to reach islands like Mossdeep, Ever Grande City, or Pacifidlog City. It also allows you to go under water if you have the HM Dive. In battle, it's water type and hurts both opponents when you're in a double battle. You can get it from wally's house next to
the Petalburg City gym, but you need to beat your dad in the gym to use it. HM04: This move is power. Allows you to move boulders that are square shaped. It is useful when solving the boulder puzzle in the Aqua hideout during the time they wake up Kyogre. In battle, it's a regular attack and does 80
damage with 100% accuracy. You get it when you use rock smash to break the rock in the Rusturf tunnel and the guy gets to see his girlfriend and gives you the HM. HM05: This move is flash. It allows you to expand your view inside caves where you can only see in a small circle. It is useful when you go
on the road to victory. In battle, this movement lights up the battlefield and makes the enemy lose some precision. You can get it by talking to the guy inside the cave in Dewford. HM06: This move is Rock Smash. It allows you to break rocks that have small cracks inside them. It is very useful for going to
bonus levels inside caves of finding geodudes as geodude will sometimes spring from the rock after the It is also important for progress outside Mauville as at the top, the rocks block your path. In battle it is weak and it is fight type and you can get it by talking to the person inside the house who is acorss
from Mauville Pokemart.HM07: This move is waterfall. It allows you to upload waterfalls and it is vital to that before you go to Ever Grande City, as there is a giant waterfall blocking the road. During battle, it produces a high-powered water ball that travels upwards for the opponent and causes great
damage. You can tell by talking to Steven after the crisis. HM08: This move is dive. It allows you to go under water to darker parts of the ocean. It is vital for gameplay, since without Dive, you can not go to Sootopolis. During the battle, pokemon dives you underwater for a turn then comes and hurts the
opponent. (Not in Johto and Kanto reigon games!) Copyright © 2020 Multiply Media, LLC. All rights reserved ID: 445F6 The material on this site cannot be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, temporarily stored or otherwise used, except for the prior written permission of Multiplication. Copyright © 2020
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REPORTSEE RESPONSES Pokemon Emerald Detailed Presentation and Complete Guide Check out this monster of a guide to get you through every inch of Pokemon Emerald. The entire game is covered including, elite 4, Champion Battl.. Battling.
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